QUALITY IS NOT EXPENSIVE, IT IS PRICELESS.
SHIPPING CONVENIENCE
Whether your order needs to go just around the corner, or around the world, WireMasters® and our shipping partners are up to the task!

QUALITY IS NOT EXPENSIVE, IT IS PRICELESS.*
Since 1988, we have supplied our customers quickly and reliably at a competitive price. This consistent quality policy is in line with the corporate philosophy of WireMasters®.

QUALITY IS NOT EXPENSIVE, IT IS PRICELESS.*
This results in always meeting or exceeding the expectations of our customers. We supply products that meet all requirements and are error-free. We deliver on time and offer unsurpassed service in all matters relating to cabling technology.

... ALL AT A COMPETITIVE PRICE.

EVERYTHING IN YOUR HARNESS IS ON OUR SHELVES.
... AND WE HAVE A LOT OF SHELVES.
WireMasters® delivers millions of meters of wire, cable, and cable harness accessories, all in stock and available for same day shipping.
To ensure fast and reliable quality, we have expanded our capabilities in Europe in order to provide outstanding customer service. In addition to our stock material, we also offer the latest in value added services, including laser marking and cutting to length of protective and heat shrink tubing, to name a few.

(+49) 6051-60 60 0
WireMasters works closely with our manufacturers on improving their products to adapt to new, more sophisticated systems. This provides our customers with top-quality products and solutions. With lighter-weight, low attenuation, and low emittance cables, less is more with WireMasters data cable solutions!

... NO ONE WORKS HARDER FOR YOU.

What if you lose the paperwork or need an extra copy? Not a problem. WireMasters supplies customers with the manufacturers’ certifications and test reports. WireMasters keeps a copy of all paperwork on file. In addition to manufacturer paperwork, all items shipping from WireMasters will have a WireMasters Certification of Compliance listed on the packing slip. When you order from WireMasters you are guaranteed to eliminate all your paperwork issues!

MORE THAN A NAME, IT’S OUR REPUTATION.
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ALWAYS EVOLVING DUE TO CHANGES IN AVIATION STANDARDS & DEMANDS.

Our industry is always evolving due to changes in aviation standards and demands. WireMasters’ commitment is to remain informed about changes to existing or new specifications. Frequent interaction with our suppliers and attendance at professional organization meetings keeps us up to date. WireMasters ensure all customers and business partners that we will continue to be members in good standing of top industry professional organizations as we follow our business philosophy, QUALITY IS NOT EXPENSIVE, IT IS PRICELESS.*
QUALITY IN AVIATION AND AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

The aviation and aerospace industry is an industry that maintains the highest standards in quality, safety, and reliability. WireMasters® is a qualified supplier striving to meet these requirements in equal measure. As a certified company, WireMasters®, is familiar with quality management systems documentation according to EN 9120. We provide detailed information about our processes and compliance with legal requirements, as well as fulfilling our customers’ needs and thus contributing to guaranteeing customer satisfaction.

OVER 9 MILLION METERS OF WIRE & CABLE

WIRE
44A AA59551 M20995 M81044 RMS Wire
55A & 55LF BMS M22759 M81381 Shipboard
55PC & 55PLF EN Spec M25038 M81822 Thermocouple
82A 100 G M25038 Mil-W-76 VG-95218
BS485 (FILTERLINE) M16878 M5086 NAS-(702 & 703) ACW0214

CABLE
BS046-Fiber optic M13486 M27500 NF24Q100 RG Cables
Coxx Cables M13777 M3432
Data Cables M24640 M55021 VG-95218
EPD M24643 M55021 Firezone
IFE Cables M27072 Mil-C-17

SERVING THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY SINCE 1988
DIN EN ISO 9001 Q NET 9001 EN 9120

EN Wire and Cable specifications are also known as Airbus and Eurocopter wire and cables. Offered in a variety of constructions, you can quickly recognize these parts as they all begin with the prefix EN or ASNE.

DATABASES, ETHERNET, QUADRAX
ASNE0849 ASNE08B11 ASNE02259
EN375 EN4608

HOOK-UP WIRE, AIRFRAME WIRE, POWER CABLES
ASNE0261 ASNE0270 ASNE0438
EN2267 EN2714 EN2714

HIGH TEMP ZONES
ASNE0260BF ASNE0264PF ASNE0268RF ASNE0272TK EN2346
ASNE0261CF ASNE0266QF ASNE0270SJ ASNE0274UD M3432
Passengers want Wi-Fi connections and entertainment choices that mirror what they are used to at home. Pilots and ground crews need fast access to more information than ever to manage the increasingly complex aircraft systems. Airlines want planes with self-diagnostics that are easier to maintain and fly to maximize their investments.

VAST INVENTORY FOR AEROSPACE, AUTOMOTIVE & DEFENSE MARKETS

To meet the increasing demand for connectivity, we offer a breadth of products designed and engineered to meet the performance requirements necessary, even in harsh environments, such as temperature extremes and exposure to high vibrations.

EFFECTIEN, SAFE, AND ENJOYABLE AIR TRAVEL

Passengers want Wi-Fi connections and entertainment choices that mirror what they are used to at home. Pilots and ground crews need fast access to more information than ever to manage the increasingly complex aircraft systems. Airlines want planes with self-diagnostics that are easier to maintain and fly to maximize their investments.

AUTOMOTIVE - PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY IN DEMANDING ENVIRONMENTS

Long-term protection against moisture, corrosion, mechanical damage and thermal overload have the highest priority. Trucks, buses, and off-road vehicles, in particular, require cable systems that offer performance and reliability in demanding environments. WireMasters® offers proven OEM-approved solutions for vehicle cabling and wiring systems - easy to use, cost-effective and reliable.

WireMasters® offers proven OEM-approved solutions for vehicle cabling and wiring systems - easy to use, cost-effective and reliable.

VAST INVENTORY FOR AEROSPACE, AUTOMOTIVE & DEFENSE MARKETS

To meet the increasing demand for connectivity, we offer a breadth of products designed and engineered to meet the performance requirements necessary, even in harsh environments, such as temperature extremes and exposure to high vibrations.
BRAIDED & PROTECTIVE TUBING

The consistent quality of Bentley-Harris® protection products guarantee the best results, even for specific requirements such as mechanical or electromagnetic protection and electrical or thermal insulation.

Modern logistics, prompt availability, and string technical partners, such as Federal Mogul allow WireMasters® to offer the highest reliability to automotive, e-mobility, aerospace, defense, industrial engineering, shipbuilding and other industries with special conditions of application.

EXPANDO® braided hoses provide excellent cut protection for cable systems and media-carrying cables. Made of extremely hard and abrasion-resistant materials, they are resistant to most fuels, supplies and operating materials. Even at high operating temperatures and in extreme conditions, these braided hoses offer a high degree of mechanical strength.

EXPANDO® braided sleeving are expandable protection sleeving made of very tough polymer filaments.

- Mechanical protection
- Thermal insulation / protection
- Electro magnetic protection

PRODUCT Ø (MM) OPERATING TEMPERATURE EXPANSION RATE

Universal | FLEXFIT2112 2 to 75 -50 °C to +150 °C 1:2
Extremely stretchable | FLEXFIT2113 3 to 64 -70 °C to +125 °C 1:3
High performance hose | Expando HR 2 to 70 -70 °C to +150 °C 1:3
Heat resistant | Expando 666-DN 2 to 76 -70 °C to +200 °C 1:3
Velcro fastener | HOOKIT 12 to 45 -40 °C to +125 °C 1:3
Self-Closing | ROUNDIT 2000 5 to 51 -70 °C to +125 °C 1:3
Self-closing, temperature-resistant | ROUNDIT 2000NX 5 to 40 -70 °C to +260 °C 1:3
Self-closing, oil water repellent | ROUNDIT 2000NX-HT 5 to 40 -70 °C to +260 °C 1:3
Noise-Dampening | QuietSleeve3430 2 to 16 -50 °C to +150 °C 1:3
Thin walled and temperature resistant | HTN5/HT 1 to 40 -60 °C to +240 °C 1:3
For extreme temperatures | TST/TX 0.5 to 38 -60 °C to +1100 °C 1:2
DIN EN 45545-2 | FYREJACKET 8 to 101 -54 °C to +260 °C 1:2

WireMasters® provides VALUE ADDED SERVICES on all EXPANDO® braided hoses in customer specific cutting lengths!

CONTACT US
SUCCESSFUL QUALITY MANAGEMENT IS THE DRIVER FOR PEAK PERFORMANCE

Satisfying customers is our aim and the core motivation of our daily actions. As an EN 9120, IATF 16949 and ISO 9001 and Q NET 9001 compliant company in Europe, WireMasters® commits to providing top quality on each order.

You want your order fast, accurate, and of the highest quality...and WireMasters® delivers!

VALUE ADDED SERVICES

In addition to providing the highest quality wire and cable available, WireMasters® can create a specialized product just for your company. We will cut your wire to any length, mark it to your specification, test it per your specific needs, spool it, apply your custom bar code and ship it to you quickly.

At WireMasters® our priority is going the extra mile to give our customers peace of mind.

PROBLEM SOLVERS, NOT ORDER TAKERS

We’re consultants with an extensive knowledge of the industry who can help you find the right solution – even if you don’t have a part number or exact specification. Just tell us what you need to accomplish, and we will take it from there.

Whether your industry is avionics, shipbuilding, electronics, or custom assemblies; either commercial or military, our knowledgeable sales staff is here to help!
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CUT & STRIP SOLUTIONS AT WIREMASTERS®

WireMasters® can cover a broad range of cut and strip requirements including cut to length, full or partial strip (right and left), laser striping, multi-step strips, multi-layer stripping, and multi-step stripping with slitting and window stripping. Our trained personnel and top of the line equipment ensure that your job is done right, every time.

We can accommodate from 4 to 30 AWG within a wide variety of cable configurations. All WireMasters® cut and strip services are delivered with the highest quality in the industry.

VALUE ADDED SERVICES

ULTRA VIOLET (UV) LASER MARKING

UV Laser Marking is a cold process that is accomplished by the absorption of laser radiation on the surface of the wire insulation. This creates a reaction with the UV-sensitive pigments, leaving a high contrast mark on the surface.

Text can be laser marked in various fonts and sizes, either vertically or horizontally, with no masking required.

WIREFMasters® CUSTOM CABLES & MARKERS

WireMasters® can help speed up your production cycle by kitting your cable harnessing materials, making them ready to use as soon as they pass your receiving inspection. We can package different wires together, pre-cut & stripped, and kit them with other materials needed to complete the harness assemblies. Further, we can package and label each of these items independently, and even apply a custom bar code to them. Those individual packages can also then be placed into a larger bag, also labeled to your specification, so that it can be delivered straight to the production line.

IN-PART ISO 9001

Q NET 9001

IATF 16949

EN 9120

WIREFMasters® - CUSTOM KITTING

WireMasters® can work closely with your engineers to create custom cables or markers specifically for your application. This ensures not only the quality of the parts going into your project, but consistency over the life of the machine as replacement cables will adhere to the exact specifications of the original equipment.

If you currently have cables you run throughout your systems, just provide a drawing, print, or design and we will build it per your requirements.
CUSTOM RE-SPOOLING SOLUTIONS & CAPABILITIES
WireMasters® can custom re-spool your wire and cable on your preferred spool sizes with the exact length required to help avoid excess scrap material and meet your specifications. We can provide your wire and cable products on a wide variety of spool types and sizes. Our re-spooling department can accommodate any requested length per spool, as well as exposed ends, as needed. Our precision re-spooling equipment helps to cut down on scrap, saving you time and money.

CUSTOM BARCODING SERVICES
WireMasters® provides custom barcode labels to provide easier receipt and inspection for your receiving department. Our shipping department will create a customized label based upon your required information and format, and place it on your wire, cable, or connectivity product.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
WireMasters® offers flexible, web-based VMI programs that provide complete visibility of on-hand items within your location, or at a WireMasters® location. Item usage is easily tracked and reported, helping to reduce inventory carrying costs and increase cash flow.
TUBING PRODUCTS

WireMasters® carries a variety of tubing products to help identify, protect, and organize your systems. All in-stock tubing products can ship same day! Products such as heat shrink tubing, spiral wrap, sleeving, PTFE tubing, FEP tubing, Convoluted tubing, Corrugated tubing, or non-shrinkable tubing could be your solution to help enhance your product’s performance.

EXPANDABLE SLEEVING

Expandable sleeving products are engineered using the most advanced textiles to provide superior protection in the harshest environments. A variety of designs are available to accommodate breakouts and are ideal for reworking components. They are designed for applications in commercial and military aircraft, general aviation, ground-support equipment, and weapons systems.

DIN EN ISO 9001
Q NET 9001
IATF 16949
EN 9120
MOLDED PARTS

Heat-shrinkable molded parts consist of molecularly cross-linked materials with "shape memory": Expanded upon delivery, they shrink into a programmed shape upon heating.
- Effective environmental protection
- Wide range of shapes
- Easy installation
- Strain relief

WireMasters® guarantees we will provide the highest quality value added services in the wire and cable industry!

CONTACT US

WireMasters® MOLDED SHAPES & ADAPTERS

MB1765
TXR40AB90-0804AI
TXR40AB90-0804AI
TXR40AB90-1406AI
TXR40AB90-1612AI
VG95343
202K Series
222K Series
362A Series
462A Series
WIREMASTERS® CABLE TIES
BSS cable ties from WireMasters® are a European high-quality product and are manufactured according to the highest UL-standards and to all relevant approvals.

ADHESIVE & TAPES
- Repair tape
- Hot-melt adhesive tape
- One-part epoxy tape adhesive
- Hot-melt butyl sealant
- Halogen-free, hot-melt, sealant tape

WIREMASTERS® ADHESIVE & TAPES
S1125-KIT-8 Adhesive
M81765
S1006
S1030
S1125
S1255
TAPE-67N
TAPE-69N

PERFORMANCE MEETS SELECTION IN OUR STOCK
From basic ring and FASTON terminals, to crimp and solder splices available in a wide array of wire types and sizes. WireMasters® portfolio of terminal and splice options used across multiple industries and applications.

PERFORMANCE MEETS SELECTION IN OUR STOCK
DIN EN ISO 9001
QNET 9001
IATF 16949
EN 9120

WIREMASTERS® TERMINATION SLEEVE TYPES
CWT series M81824
D-101 series M83519
D-110 series NAS series
D-146 series SO3 series
D-181 series SO63 series
WELCOME TO OUR BRAND FAMILY

WireMasters® is authorized to distribute many of the top manufacturer’s products from around the globe. We take pride in offering top of the line products from around the globe.

For a complete list of our distribution partners, visit www.WireMasters.net.

WIREMASTERS® COMMITMENT

QUOTES

You will receive a quote on all in-stock items or be advised on non-stock items within 24 hours. We can ship most in-stock items the same day the order is received. Email us now at info@wiremasters.de.

CERTIFIED

WireMasters® key priority is providing quality service and products. Maintaining the DIN EN ISO 9001, Q NET 9001, IATF 16949 and EN 9120® Certification is part of our quality commitment to our customers!

CALLS

We strive to answer all calls in person and not by an automated machine. Due to the importance of our customers needs, we aim to return phone calls and emails within 2 hours. Give us a call today:

(+49) 60 51-60 60.0
NORTH AMERICA
wminfo@WireMasters.net
www.WireMasters.net
1.800.635.5342
COLUMBIA, TENNESSEE
DAWSONVILLE, GEORGIA
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS
MESA, ARIZONA
WEST WARWICK, RHODE ISLAND
MONTREAL, CANADA
QUERETARO, MEXICO
MEXICALI, MEXICO
CHIHUAHUA, MEXICO

EUROPE
info@WireMasters.de
www.WireMasters.de
(+49) 0 60 51-6060.0
GELNHAUSEN, GERMANY
DEURNE, BELGIUM

OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS IN 67 COUNTRIES ON 6 CONTINENTS